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Abstract: The immune systems of patients with urgent surgical pathology are affected by multiple damaging
factors. The action of these factors leads to the formation of separate clusters, with centres at points that
correspond to the optimal characteristics of the immune system. The distance from the centre of the cluster is
closely related to the patient severity. We examined 442 patients with urgent abdominal pathology. Using the
numbers of CD3+, CD4+, CD8+ and CD16+ lymphocytes, we found six clusters of immune status. Lymphopenia
is compounded across the series of clusters, from the first to sixth. Adaptive loads were measured by
determining the share of significant Spearman correlation coefficients in the central and peripheral quartiles of
each cluster (SCS). SCS levels increased from the first to fourth clusters. The SCS reached critical values in the
fourth cluster, after which it was reduced in the fifth and sixth clusters. SCS values also become comparable in
the central and peripheral areas of the fourth cluster. This is coupled with increasing mortality in the fifth and
sixth clusters. We suggest that the revealed features are the result of a “failure” in adaptation mechanisms and
the emergence of distress in the fifth and sixth clusters. To prevent critical violations of the adaptive process,
therapy should therefore be reinforced in cases similar to the severity of patients of the fourth cluster.
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INTRODUCTION relevant elements in other body systems is theoretically

The immune system in patients with urgent surgical elements of immune system interactions, such systems,
pathology is affected by multiple damaging factors. which exchange information and energy with the
Disorders  in immune status determine the character of environment, have been named “open systems” by
the post-operative period, the outcome  of  the  disease modern science. Therefore, regardless of the
and recovery time [1, 2]. Improving treatments for these completeness of  the  investigations, we must still
patients is not  possible without correction of their consider  the  immune system  as an open system.
immune status. Development of methods for the Modern methods of system analysis facilitate new
correction of immune disorders requires a more detailed approaches  to understand the organisation of the
study of  the pathogenic features of  the functioning of immune response, based on synergetics and its branch,
the immune system. chaos theory [3, 4].

As studies of the immune system involve several The formation of interactions within the system
features, a simplified analysis of its functional occurs with the participation of external factors, which
organisation is not possible. A comprehensive study of means we must consider all influences outside of our
the full diversity of immune system relationships, with all research. To compensate for these external influences,
of their elements together and their interactions with all elements   within   the   system   seek   to   acquire  optimal

impossible. Since we cannot define the boundary
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Fig. 1: A simplified scheme for the formation of clusters Objective: To estimate the intensity and

performance [5]. As a result of these external influences, immune system functional organisation, in patients with
areas with optimal characteristics become apparent after urgent surgical pathology.
condensing the data [3, 4]. Figure 1 represents a cluster
consisting of elements of the system with similar MATERIALS AND METHODS
characteristics. The distance of indicators from the centre
of a cluster (DC) is related to the characteristics of the We examined 442 patients with pathologies of
elements [3, 4]. abdominal   organs,   in  need  of  urgent  operations.

Mathematical methods to allocate clusters and There were 162 patients (36.6%) with perforated stomach
estimate the distance from the cluster centre for each ulcers and duodenal ulcers, 73 patients (16.5%) with
cluster's member are known (in the case of medical penetrating injuries to abdominal organs, 45 (10.2%) with
research, we mean patients' data). However, we have not necrotising pancreatitis, 70 (15.8%) with acute adhesive
seen publications where the distances from the cluster intestinal obstruction and 31 (7.0%) with destructive
centre were not only used to determine the membership of forms of appendicitis. In 104 patients, including the
a cluster, but were also used as a clinical indicator. above-mentioned, there was a combination of multiple

We have attempted to apply this theory to the acute inflammatory processes (23.5%).
assessment of immune status in patients with urgent Peritonitis and abdominal sepsis were observed in
surgical pathology. A sufficient number of observations 292 patients (66.1%). However, changes in the ratios of
and the heterogeneity of the studied group of patients white blood cells, corresponding to systemic inflammatory
allowed us to successfully apply these mathematical response syndrome (SIRS), were noted at the time of the
methods  and   identify   clusters   of   immune  status study in only 54 patients (12.2%). Hospital pneumonia
organisation. Each cluster was characterised by unique developed in 11 patients (2.5%) and multiple organ
features. For example, system parameters, which are the dysfunction syndrome (MODS)  in  59  patients  (13.3%).
most informative in characterising the condition of In 61 cases (13.8%) disease ended in death and there were
patients in each cluster, are different and depend on the 381 (86.2%) patients who recovered. Patients were
patient's severity [6]. examined within 1-2, 5-7 and 10-12 days after their

We also described the relationship between patient operation. The study included 949 survey results. Integral
severity  and   the   distance   of   their  indicators  from assessment of the patients' severity was carried out using
the  centres  of the clusters to which they belonged  [7]. Mannheim peritonitis index (MPI), Apache II, SAPS II,
In patients in the first cluster, Apache II and MODS SOFA and MODS scales. In addition, to estimate the
severity scales positively correlated with the value of DC patients' severity, we used scales [8]: Surgical Immune
[7]. In patients in the second, third and fourth clusters, Rate (SIR) and SIR Predicted Death Rate (PDR SIR).

there was a marked positive relationship between DC and
the severity of the patients according to the Apache II,
SOFA, SAPS II and MODS scales [7]. In patients in the
fifth cluster, there was a marked positive correlation
between DC and the severity of their condition on the
SOFA scale [7]. This led to the conclusion that the areas
closest to the centres of clusters correlate with decreased
severity of the patients’ conditions [7]. In this context, it
becomes possible to further explore the differences in the
indicators of patients in the central and peripheral areas of
clusters using quartile statistical methods.

It is evident that effects of adaptation mechanisms
lead to the formation of immune system clusters.
Therefore, investigations into the mechanisms of
adaptation inside each of the clusters are important.
Probably the clusters differ in features of adaptive loads
on the immune systems of patients.

characteristics of adaptive loads, in clusters of the
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All patients were operated on within 24 hours of The following designations were used: WBC - white
hospitalisation. Surgical treatment consisted of blood cells (10 /l); LYM - lymphocyte (%); NEUT - total
laparotomy,  revision   of   the   abdominal   cavity, neutrophils  (%);  SGN - segmented neutrophils (%);
removal  of  the  effects  of trauma or injury and MON  -  monocyte   (%);   EO   -    eosinophils   (%);
elimination of the source of infection. When surgeons MYEL - myelocytes (%); YGN - young neutrophils (%);
were unable to eliminate the cross-sectional purulent SNN - stabnuclear neutrophils (%); PLC - plasma cells
process in the abdominal cavity, re-laparotomy was (%).
planned  with  an  interval  of  approximately  48  hours. The amount of stress reaction symptoms (SR),
All patients received infusion, detoxification and according to L.H. Harkavy [10], was calculated as detailed
antibiotic therapy in quantities adequate to the severity of below. Each sign was estimated by 1 point: 1) WBC count
the condition. less than 4*10 /l or more than 8*10 /l; 2) percentage of

We used monoclonal antibodies (analogs produced monocytes less than 4% or more than 7%; 3) the
by Becton Dickinson adapted for use with fluorescence percentage of eosinophils less than 1% or more than 6%;
microscopy) to determine the levels of expression of 4) ratio SNN/SGN less than 0.06 or more than 0.07; 5)
lymphocytic molecules: CD3 (ICO-90),  CD4  (ICO-86), detection of more than 1% basophils in the blood; 6)
CD8   (ICO-31),   CD16   (ICO-116),   CD20  (ICO-180), detection of more than 1% plasma cells in the blood [10].
CD25 (ICO-105),   CD38   (ICO-20)    and   CD95  (ICO-160). We also investigated several indicators of autonomic
The expression of CD16 in neutrophils was also studied regulation: the Kerdö index (KI) and the volume of heart
(CD16+n). Additionally, the absolute numbers of these blood flow per minute (HV) [11].
cells (abs) were calculated. The levels of IL-1-RA, IL-4, TNF-$ and interferon-(

We evaluated the phagocytic index with latex (IF-() in the serum were all evaluated using "Vector-Best"
particles (PHI), mean number of phagocyted latex particles test systems (Novosibirsk, Russia). Biochemical
(PHN) and calculated numbers of phagocytised parameters were measured on a blood biochemical
neutrophils (PNC). The total concentrations of IgA, IgM analyser “Hitachi-912", using adapted techniques.
and IgG antibodies in the sera were measured by enzyme Measurement of the intensity of expression of
immunoassay. The concentrations of circulating immune catecholamine-receptor  complexes  (CA-R)  and
complexes (CIC) were measured using light absorbance at serotonin-receptor complexes (ST-R) on leukocyte
a wavelength of 315 nm after incubation of plasma with a membranes was accomplished using a modified
solution of polyethylene glycol with a molecular weight of luminescence-histochemical Falk-Hillarp method [12].
6000. To select the most informative indicators for

Taking into account the number of white blood cells clustering, using methods of factor  analysis,  the
(WBC) and the absolute count of  lymphocytes  (ALC), standard procedure for selection of PC is to search in
we additionally calculated the ratios of populations of multi-dimensional space for the axes of factors describing
cells: leukocyte indexes of intoxication, according to the dispersion of the values of the investigated data.
Ya.Ya. Kalf-Caliph (LII ), by V.K. Ostrovsky (LII ) and Factors were selected using the values of significanceKC     OS

by S.F. Khimich as modified by A.L. Kostyuchenko et al. testing, as proposed by H.F. Kaiser [13], with eigenvalues
(LII ) [9]. We also investigated the stress index 8>1.0.  To  improve  the  interpretability  of  the  factors,KH

according L.H. Harkavy (SI) [10], using the following we  used  the  method  of  rotation VARIMAX, allowing
formulae: us  to  receive  more  contrasting  factor  loadings  [14].

factor analysis: WBC; the absolute number (abs) of CD3+,

and the concentrations of IgG, IgA, IgM; and the

basis of calculating the values of Euclidean distances

9

9     9

We included the following indicators in the data array for

CD4+, CD8+, CD16+, CD16+n, CD20+, CD25+, CD38+ and
CD95+ cells; the count of phagocytic neutrophils (PNC)

concentration of circulating immune  complexes  (CIC).
The optimal number of clusters was determined on the

between the mean group values [15].
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Table 1: Characteristics of clusters of immune system function

Indicators Cluster 1, n=15 Cluster 2, n=71 Cluster 3, n=166 Cluster 4, n=241 Cluster 5, n=253 Cluster 6, n=203

abs CD3+, µlG 1332.81±64.5 889.7±17.42 630.75±6.86 428.83±4.11 273.18±3.52 127.82±3.701

abs CD4+, µlG 811.2±60.95 510.72±11.41 363.86±4.47 263.46±3.54 161.11±2.35 71.62±2.141

abs CD8+, µlG 752.8±38.19 537.06±14.78 384.17±5.5 264.93±3.14 164.31±2.41 75.52±2.401

abs CD16+, µlG 977.73±84.66 570.28±24.59 412.57±9.42 296.06±6.46 198.5±4.21 116.33±3.291

Note: The significance of differences between clusters for the values of all parameters p<0.001.

Fig. 2: The ratio of cluster sizes and distances between indicators of patients belong to the  cluster  which  has
clusters. Notes: 1: Sizes of spheres are proportional the lowest DC.
to   the    number    of    examinations    in   clusters; A relatively important issue in mathematics is the
2: The distances between the spheres are question of whether clustering is “natural”. Assuming
proportional to the distances between the centres that “naturally” separated clusters are not fused together,
of clusters. then under favourable conditions of observation, the

Correlation analysis of the relationships between the mathematical data processing [16]. In order to check
15 indicators of immune status in the 442 patients with whether the clustering was “natural”, the following
urgent surgical pathology, allowed us to extract and rank mathematical similarity criteria were used: Simple
“latent” factors (principal components, PC 1-15) based on Matching coefficient, Rogers and Tanimoto coefficient,
the degree of their impact on processes in the immune Jaccard coefficient, Sokal and Sneath criterion, Dice
system [6, 7]. The immune systems of the  patients coefficient and Simple Matching criterion  [17]. According
studied  significantly  depended  on  the  influence  of to the results, the probability of “artificial” clustering in
four  factors,  which  can  be  quantified   by   values  of our study ranged from 0.16 (Sokal and Sneath criterion) to
PC 1-4 8>1.0. Thus, the first factor determined 44.85% of 0.46 (Simple Matching coefficient and Simple Matching
all possible states of the immune system of the patients criterion). Thus, our clusters can be considered as natural
studied, the second 17.32%, the third 8.34% and the structures rather than groups, artificially separated using
fourth 7.47%. In total, these four factors determined the mathematical algorithms [16]. These results also confirm
variation of the immune system of patients at a level of the validity of the theoretical assumptions required to
77.52%. In accordance with the canons of statistics, search for and separate the clusters of immune system
fluctuations in the values of other factors are not function.
significant in terms of changes in the immune system [14]. The allocation of clusters of immune system function

The criteria for clustering the immune status of the presupposes different patient severities and different
indicators used were those most closely associated with outcomes in each cluster. Most indicators of the patient's
the values of the most influential PC, which is PC 1: abs severity in the fifth and sixth clusters were higher than the
CD3+, abs CD4+, abs CD8+, abs CD16+ [6, 7]. values in clusters 1-4 (Table 2).

Six clusters were identified within the array of data The values of scales for Apache II and SAPS II
studied using a k-means algorithm. These clusters are consistently increased  for  patients  in  clusters  4-6
variants of combinations of indicators of immune status (Table 2). Mortality rates are comparable in clusters 1-5,
and may characterise the options for organisation of the with the exception of a high mortality rate in the fifth
immune system [6, 7] (Table 1, Fig. 2). The significance of cluster in comparison with the third cluster. Mortality rate
the differences between clusters for the values of all in the sixth cluster was significantly higher than that of
parameters was p<0.001 (Table 1). patients in clusters 1-5 (Table 2).

It should be  noted  that  the  intervals  of  the
immune  status  of  the  various  clusters   may  overlap.
For  example, the  minimum  value  of  abs CD3 + in the
first cluster (972.7 µlG ) is less  than  the  maximum  value1

of   abs   CD3   +   in   the  second  cluster  (1313.3 µlG ).1

To  determine  the   membership   of   the  immune status
of a patient to a particular cluster, it is necessary to
calculate  the  values   of   DC  for  each  cluster;

researcher can easily classify objects without using
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Table 2: The patients' severity in the clusters of immune system function

Indicators Cluster-1, n=15 Cluster-2, n=71 Cluster-3, n=166 Cluster-4, n=241 Cluster-5, n=253 Cluster-6, n=203

Apache II 8.73±1.97 7.72±0.46 8.42±0.39 9.71±0.39; 12.31±0.34; 15.74±0.39;
p2=0.03; p1=0.001; p1=1.35*10G ;5

p3=0.04 p2=7.78*10G ; p2=1.72*10G ;12 19

p3=2.42*10G ; p3=6.83*10G ;14 26

p4=3.46*10G p4=8.25*10G ;8 20

p5=2.77*10G8

SOFA 2.53±0.45 1.94±0.15 2.20±0.13 2.50±0.12; 3.05±0.11; 3.59±0.12;
p2=0.03 p2=3.03*10G ; p1=0.01;7

p3=1.45*10G ; p2=3.50*10G ;7 11

p4=2.46*10G p3=5.45*10G ;4 1 3

p4=5.02*10G ;9

p5=0.005

SAPS II 27.67±3.61 25.08±0.80 27.34±0.76 30.14±0.73; 33.77±0.65; 38.98±0.76;
p2=1.37*10G ; p1=1.49*10G ; p1=1.27*10G ;3 3 5

p3=5.11*10G p2=2.34*10G ; p2=4.22*10G ;3 11 19

p3=1.34*10G ; p3=6.33*10 ;13 -24

p4=1.59*10G p4=2.31*10G ;6 16

p5=2.67*10G6

MODS 2.47±0.46 1.79±0.14 2.11±0.12 2.42±0.11; 2.94±0.10; 3.57±0.11;
p2=6.34*10G p2=1.27*10G ; p1=7.19*10G ;3 8 3

p3=5.81*10G ; p2=1.08*10G ;8 13

p4=2.25*10G p3=7.37*10 ;4 -15

p4=8.98*10G ;11

p5=2.29*10G4

Mortality 1 (6.67%); 8 (11.27%) 14 (8.43%) 32 (13.28%) 44 (17.39%); 70 (34.48%);
p3=0.01 p1=0.03;

p2=1.91*10G ;4

p3=2.91*10G ;9

p4=1.21*10G ;7

p5=2.80*10G5

Notes:
1. The table shows significant differences, p<0.05.
2. p1-p5 - the significant differences between the performances of the clusters.

Patient indicators were divided into four quartiles, Toxicity indicators: WBC, Hb, erythrocyte
depending on their distance from the centre of the cluster. sedimentation rate, LII ,  LII ,  LII ,  total  bilirubin,
We compared DC indicators relating to the first quartile urea, creatinine, amylase, alanine-aminotransferase,
(lower, closest to the centre of the cluster) and fourth aspartate-aminotransferase, LDG, total protein,
quartile (upper, relating to the periphery of the cluster) cholesterol, choline-esterase, middle molecules - a total of
because they were the most different in magnitude. 17 indicators.

The 68 indicators used in the study combined into 4 Severity score indicators: MPI, Apache II, SAPS II,
groups. SOFA, MODS, SIR, PDR SIR - a total of 7 indicators.

Immunity indicators: CD3+, CD4+, CD8+, CD16+, Calculations were carried out using a statistical
CD16+n, CD20+, CD25+, CD38+, CD95+, ALC, abs CD3+, program package (Statistica for Windows 6.0). The main
abs CD4+, abs CD8+, abs CD16+, abs CD16+n, abs statistical parameters taken into account were arithmetic
CD20+, abs CD25+, abs CD38+, abs CD95+, PHI, PHN, mean values (M) and standard errors (m). The difference
PNC, IgA, IgM, IgG, CIC, IL-1-RA, IL-4, IL-8, TNF-a ; and between rates within the groups was tested using the
proportions: abs CD4+ / abs CD8+, abs CD25+ / abs Mann-Whitney U-test. To assess the relationships
CD38+, abs CD25+ / abs CD95+, abs CD38+ / abs CD95+, between patient indicators, we used the Spearman
abs CD3+ / WBC, CD25+ / IL-4, IL-1-RA / TNF, IL-4 / IL-8 coefficient of rank correlation (rS). Values of rS were
- a total of 38 indicators. calculated for all possible pairs of indicators used in the

Autonomic regulation: SI, SR, KI, HV, CA-R, ST-R - study, using the principle of “all-to-all”. The maximum
a total of 6 indicators. number of pairs of indices, for which the values of rS were

KC   OS   KH



 

SCN
SCS = 

TCN
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Fig. 3: SCS values in the central and peripheral areas of the clusters
Note: The figure shows the values of the chi-square and the significance of differences between the SCS in the
central and peripheral areas of the clusters.

calculated, was 2278. These numbers were different for The highest SCS values were recorded in the fourth
quartiles, belonging to the same clusters (Fig. 3). This was cluster. In the central areas of clusters 5 and 6 the SCS
a consequence of insufficiency and a mosaic distribution values consistently decreased (Fig. 3, Table 3).
of some data in the studied areas of clusters. The results of assessments of the relationship

We estimated the number of pairs of indicators with between the indicators in the peripheral regions of
valid values of rS (p<0.05). To assess the level of the clusters (fourth quartiles) showed similar differences
relationships between elements, the shares of significant between the clusters (Fig. 3, Table 4).
correlations in the central and peripheral areas of the The  third  cluster  featured  large  index  values of
clusters were taken into account. We calculated the SCS  compared   to   the   first   and   second   clusters.
proportion of significant rS using the formula: The  SCS values  in  the  fourth  cluster  were   higher

clusters (Fig. 3, Table 4). The SCS values in the fifth

The following designations were used: SCS - lower  than   the  SCS  values  in   the   fourth   cluster
significant     correlations        share,     SCN  -  significant (Fig. 3, Table 4). The SCS values  in  the  sixth  cluster
correlations number, TCN - total correlations number. were  comparable  to those in the third cluster; they

The comparison of proportions was performed using exceed the values in the first and second clusters, but
chi-square calculations. were lower than the SCS values in the fourth and fifth

The critical significance level (p) for verification of clusters (Fig. 3, Table 4).
statistical hypotheses was assumed to be 0.05. Values of Making comparisons between SCS levels in the
p<0.01 were in the form of  the  mantissa  and  exponent. central and peripheral areas of the clusters also allows to
In the case of p<1.0*10G , which is not possible to evaluate the prevalence of adaptive loads. SCS indices on29

measure in the statistical software used, we used p=0.00. the periphery of the first cluster were higher than in the

RESULTS clusters the levels of SCS were higher than in the

In the central areas of clusters the shares of higher in the periphery. In the fourth and sixth clusters
significant  (p   <0.05)   correlations  increased  in the there were no differences between the values of SCS in
series from the first to the fourth cluster (Fig. 3, Table 3). the central and peripheral areas (Fig. 3).

than   indicators  in   the   first,   second   and  third

cluster   were   higher  than  indicators  in  the  first,
second   and   third  clusters,  but  were  significantly

centre (Fig. 3). In the centres of the second and third

peripheral areas (Fig. 3). The fifth cluster SCS value was
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Table 3: The significance of differences between SCS in the central areas of the clusters

Comparisons of clusters Cluster-2 Cluster-3 Cluster-4 Cluster-5 Cluster-6

x ; p cluster-1 47.96; 138.61; 202.62; 106.23; 54.54; 2

4.35*10G 0.00 0.00 6.57*10G 1.52*10G12 25 13

cluster-2 28.74; 66.15; 13.84; 0.55; 
8.28*10G 4.18*10G 1.99*10G 0.468 16 4

cluster-3 7.96; 2.75; 19.03; 
0.00 0.10 1.29*10G5

cluster-4 20.01; 48.94; 
7.72*10G 2.64*10G6 12

cluster-5 7.86; 
0.01

Table 4: The significance of differences between SCS in the peripheral areas of the clusters

Comparisons of clusters Cluster-2 Cluster-3 Cluster-4 Cluster-5 Cluster-6

8 ; p cluster-1 0.10; 39.18; 145.55; 106.59; 20.88; 2

0.75 3.87*10G 0.00 5.49*10G 4.88*10G10 25 6

cluster-2 43.36; 171.31; 124.01; 22.09; 
4.56*10G 0.00 8.39*10G 2.60*10G11 29 6

cluster-3 44.72; 21.82; 3.62; 
2.27*10G 2.99*10G 0.0611 6

cluster-4 4.10; 73.15; 
0.04 1.20*10-17

cluster-5 42.91; 
5.73*10G11

The main criterion for assessing the validity of our Consequently, the critical changes in the structure of the
conclusions, obviously, should be the level of mortality functional organisation of the immune system do not
and the severity of the patients, whose exponents belong occur in the fifth cluster, which is characterised by a
to each cluster. Since the share of significant values of rS significant increase  in  mortality,  but  rather  in  the
in the total number of correlations characterises the fourth cluster which has large values of the following
relationship between the elements of the functional indices - abs CD3+, abs CD4+, abs CD8+, abs CD16+
systems of the body and, as a consequence, the level of (Table 1).
functional load on the adaptation mechanisms, we can The level of load on the adaptation processes in
draw the following conclusions. cluster 4, we can characterise as the maximum allowed for

Firstly, that the features of the organisation of a favourable outcome in patients studied. This is
immune system in clusters 1-3 can be characterised as supported by two factual findings. First, SCS in the fourth
optimal. In the fourth cluster, the functional load on cluster is highest among all clusters in both the central
adaptation processes peaks and equally affects the and the peripheral areas. Second, in the fourth cluster,
peripheral and central areas of the cluster. In the series of functional  loading  “switches”  from  the  central  areas
clusters from 1 to 4 the levels of mortality are comparable. (in the second and third clusters) to the peripheral areas
In the fifth cluster the functional load is reduced and in (fifth cluster) are prevalent.
the central area of the cluster it is lower than in the The authors [18], when considering the common
periphery. Mortality in the fifth cluster, is comparable with medical data sets show the following features: improved
that in the first, second and fourth clusters; the only functioning  of  the  system  is  accompanied  by
exception is the increase in mortality compared to the third increased correlations between indicators, as well as
cluster. In the sixth cluster the functional load continues deteriorations of the system, accompanied by a decrease
to decrease and similar SCS values are observed in the in correlations and the disintegration of the system as a
central and peripheral areas. Mortality rate in the sixth whole. The clinical outcome of this disintegration is the
cluster is the highest and is significantly higher than that death of a patient [18]. In our case, the clusters of immune
for clusters 1-5. We suggest that the revealed features are system function were allocated based on the results of
the result of “failure” of adaptation mechanisms and the factor analysis of the overall data set. According to the
emergence of distress in the fifth and sixth clusters. results of the study, clusters are characterised by different
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levels of adaptive loads. These findings are consistent Confiict of Interest: We do not have any actual or
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